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We study the physics of many body localization in the Majorana Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model
perturbed by a one-body Hamiltonian. Specifically, we consider the statistics of many body wave
functions and spectra as the strength of the one-body term is ramped up from an ergodic phase via a
phase of non-ergodic yet extended states into a (Fock space) Anderson localized phase. Our results
are obtained from an effective low energy theory, derived from the microscopic model by matrix
integral techniques standard in the theory of disordered electronic systems. Applicable to systems
of arbitrary (yet large) particle number the analytical results produced by this formalism are in
excellent agreement with numerics for systems of O(101) particles. An important message of this
study is that in systems of numerically accessible size the ‘true’ Fock space Anderson localization
transition is masked by more trivial mechanisms of localization due to the trapping of states in
deep potential wells. It stands to reason that such type of trapping will be operational in spatially
extended systems with many body localization as well, and govern the physics of small sized systems.
Only for larger particle numbers beyond O(102) a true Anderson-Fock space transition (at much
lower disorder strength than those required to induce trapping) would emerge.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt, 72.15.Rn, 71.30.+h
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanical wave functions in random envi-
ronments often show non-ergodic or ‘localized’ behav-
ior. Half a century after the first discovery in Ref. 1, we
now distinguish three universality classes: (i) Anderson
localization (AL) of single particle wave functions, (ii)
Fock space localization (FSL) in the many particle Fock
spaces of interacting but spatially confined quantum sys-
tems [2, 3], and (iii) many body localization (MBL) in
spatially extended geometries [4, 5]. While Anderson lo-
calization is now relatively well understood, the situation
in the interacting cases is less clear. The degree of uncer-
tainty shows in that even the principal manifestations of
MBL in extended geometries remain controversial [6–8].
Many body localization is a tough problem for it com-
bines the complexity of strong interactions with that of
spatial extendedness. The explosion of Fock space dimen-
sions as the number of degrees of freedom increases makes
numerical access to the phenomenon infamously hard. In
this regard, the phenomenon of Fock space localization
occupies an interesting middle ground: driven by correla-
tions, it is in a universality class different from Anderson
localization. However, absent spatial extension, the lo-
calizing and delocalizing tendencies of interactions are
more transparent than in traditional MBL settings.
Starting with the seminal paper [2], key aspects of FSL
have been addressed in numerous studies [9–17]. The
most striking signature distinguishing FSL from AL is
that the passage between ergodic and localized states
in Fock spaces occurs via an intermediate phase where
states remain extended but with non-uniform distribu-
tion. At this point, the nature of this phase of non-
ergodic extended states (NEE states) is only partially un-
derstood. Absent both first principle descriptions and
sufficiently high powered numerics of genuinely inter-
acting systems, the NEE phase is described in terms
of model systems mimicking the complexity of Fock
spaces, such as Bethe lattices [12, 18], or random regular
graphs [11, 12, 16, 19]. However, even there, the situation
remains somewhat opaque, with some authors predicting
NEE phases with (multi)fractal many body wave func-
tion statistics [12], and others [20, 21] less drastic scenar-
ios of reduced Hilbert space wave function support.
In this paper, we discuss FSL for a genuinely interact-
ing fermionic quantum system, the SYK model. The
SYK Hamiltonian has become a model paradigm for
strongly correlated quantum matter [22–28]. General-
ized for the presence of a one-body contribution, its
complex version describes spatially confined correlated
quantum matter as quantum dots, heavy nuclei, com-
plex molecules. We here focus on the real (Majorana)
variant, where the lack of number conservation makes for
a somewhat simpler description at essentially unaltered
FSL properties. The point made in this paper is that the
system is amenable to analytic solution by first principle
methods of localization theory [29, 30]. For all we know,
this is the only many body system which can be described
analytically all the way from ergodic regimes, over an in-
termediate phase of non-ergodic extended states into the
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2phase of strong Fock space localization.
Topics addressed below include:
• the diagnostics of the FSL transition via spectral
statistics,
• the description of the NEE phase via many body
wave function statistics,
• the verification of the above results by parameter
free comparison to exact diagonalization,
• the identification of numerical pitfalls (for finite size
systems a crossover in the statistical properties of
the system mimics a localization transition. The
true localization transition would become visible
only for sizes of N ∼ 102, out of numerical reach),
• the validity of mapping FSL onto a localization
problem defined on a high dimensional graph.
The work reported here builds on a previous publi-
cation [31], where three of the present authors demon-
strated the existence of a phase of non-ergodic extended
states in a random energy variant of the SYK model.
Model: the SYK Hamiltonian [32, 33]
Hˆ4 =
1
4!
2N∑
i,j,k,l=1
Jijklχˆiχˆjχˆkχˆl, (1)
describes a system of 2N Majorana fermions, {χˆi, χˆj} =
2δij , subject to an all–to–all interaction, with matrix ele-
ments {Jijkl} drawn from a Gaussian distribution of vari-
ance 〈|Jijkl|2〉 = 6J24/(2N)3. Defined in this way, it de-
fines an ideal of a massively interacting quantum system
lacking any degree of internal structure. Due to the ‘least
information’ principle realized through the stochastic in-
teraction, all single particle orbitals, i, stand on equal
footing, and the absence of a continuous U(1)–symmetry
prevents the fragmentation of the Fock space into sectors
of conserved particle number. Reflecting these features,
the physics of the SYK Hamiltonian at large time scales
becomes equivalent to that of random matrix theory
(RMT), with wave functions homogeneously distributed
over the full Hilbert space.
A tendency to Fock space localization is included by
adding to Hˆ4 a free particle contribution [34, 35],
Hˆ2 =
1
2
2N∑
j,k=1
Jijχˆiχˆj , (2)
with a likewise random antisymmetric matrix Jij = −Jji,
with matrix elements {Jij} drawn from a Gaussian of
variance 〈|Jij |2〉 = J22/2N .
We now discuss in what sense Hˆ2 induces localization.
Without loss of generality, we may assume {Jij} to be
diagonalized into a form Hˆ2 = i
∑N
i viχˆ2i−1χˆ2i, where±vi are the eigenvalues of the hermitian matrix i{Jij}.
We define N complex fermion annihilation operators cˆi =
1
2 (χˆ2i−1 + iχˆ2i) for i = 1, . . . , N , satisfying {cˆi, cˆ†j} = δij ,
and number operators nˆi = cˆ
†
i cˆi, and Hˆ2 assumes the
form
Hˆ2 =
N∑
i=1
vi(2nˆi − 1). (3)
This shows that for asymptotically strong Hˆ2 the Fock
space eigenstates are localized in the 2N states of the
Fermion occupation number basis, |n〉 = |n1, n2, ..., nN 〉,
ni = 0, 1. Seen in this way, the Fock space becomes a
hypercube defined by the 2N corner sites, Hˆ2 defines an
on-site localizing potential, and Hˆ4 a hopping operator
connecting sites of maximal bit separation 4. (For two
states |n〉, |m〉 we define the Hamming distance |n−m| as
the number of bits in which the states differ. The action
of the hopping operator is limited to states of Hamming
distance four and less.) [36] The nature of the ensuing
random lattice system is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a Fock
space of 14 Majorana fermions. The figure indicates the
connectivity of the state |0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0〉 to illustrate the
characteristics of the lattice structure — sparsity, irreg-
ularity of connections, and statistical correlation of ran-
dom hopping amplitudes due to the small number of in-
dependent random coefficients in an exponentially high
dimensional space.
Plan of the paper: In view of the somewhat technical core
parts of our analysis, section II contains a qualitative dis-
cussion of the physics of the system and a summary of
all our results. In section III we map the computation of
disorder averaged correlation functions onto that of an
equivalent matrix integral. In section IV, a stationary
phase approach is applied to reduce the matrix integral
to an effective theory describing physics at large time
scales. In sections V and VI we apply this representa-
tion to the discussion of wave function statistics and the
localization transition, respectively. We conclude in sec-
tion VII. Technical parts of our analysis are relegated to
a number of Appendices.
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The intuitive picture behind FSL in the SYK system is
similar to that of many body localization in spatially ex-
tended systems. For asymptotically strong Hˆ2, states are
localized in |n〉 with associated Poisson correlated eigen-
values [37] vn ≡
∑
i vi(2ni − 1). The interaction Hamil-
tonian Hˆ4 induces hopping via transitions |n〉 → |m〉.
Expressing Hˆ4 in terms of complex Fermion creation and
annihilation operators, we see that |n〉 and |m〉 differ at
most by four in their total occupation number n ≡∑i ni.
Although Hˆ4 contains only an algebraically small num-
ber ∼ N4 ∼ log(D) of independent matrix elements, it
is efficient at inducing many body chaos, including for
strengths of Hˆ2 much larger than those of Hˆ4. To see
how, assume that the typical eigenvalues of Hˆ2 are dis-
3FIG. 1: Hypercubical Fock space of an 2N = 14 Majo-
rana system. The numbers indicate the bit depth of states in
the computational fermion basis, and the lines are a qualita-
tive representation of the connectivity of the reference state
|0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0〉. For large values of N , the pattern of connec-
tions becomes sparse. However, there remain exponentially
many ∝ D connections, statistically correlated due to the
small number of ∼ N4 of independent random amplitudes.
tributed over a range of width ∆. According to the cen-
tral limit theorem, this implies that the individual vi are
distributed over a width
δ ≡ ∆/N1/2. (4)
For convenience, we scale the distribution width J4 ≡
J = (2/N)1/2 and J2 = δ, such that the SYK4 band
width w4 =
√
J24N/2 equals unity, and the SYK2 band
width w2 =
√
J22N = ∆. [38]
In the following, we will show that four regimes of dif-
ferent disorder strength need to be distinguished:
I: δ < N−1/2: On-site disorder lesser than the SYK4
band width — ergodic regime.
II: N−1/2 < δ  1: On-site disorder exceeding SYK4
band width, but differences in energy between sites
connected by Hˆ4 smaller than it.
III: 1 < δ < N2: Site–to–site variations stronger than
SYK4 band width.
IV: N2 < δ Fock space localization.
The regimes of smallest and highest on site disorder, I
and IV, respectively, are the easiest to understand: in I
the band width of the diagonal is lesser than that of the
SYK4 Hamiltonian. Wave functions are ergodic, and the
spectral statistics is of Wigner-Dyson type, as in the un-
perturbed case. In the complementary regime IV, wave
functions are localized on individual Fock space sites n
with energies vn. Such sites may hybridize with neigh-
bors m of energy vm if the energies are resonant with
the strength of the coupling matrix element, J/N3/2 ∼
|vn−vm|. Typical nearest neighbor energy differences are
of O(δ), but there is also a large number ∼ N4 of them.
The expected number of resonant neighbors thus scales
as N4 J
N3/2δ
which equals N2/δ for our chosen units. This
leads to the heuristic criterion δ ∼ N2 for delocalization,
confirmed (up to corrections logarithmic in N) by the
analysis below.
For energies between the extremes, N−1/2 < δ < N2,
wave functions are neither localized nor ergodically ex-
tended. A key quantity to the description of these
regimes is the local band center spectral density aver-
aged over realizations of Hˆ4, νn ≡ − 1pi Im〈n|(0+ − Hˆ2 −
Hˆ4)
−1|n〉. Below, we show that this quantity is given by
νn =
1
pi
Im
1
vn − iκn ,
κn ≡ pi(P νˆ)n ≡ pi
∑
m
P|n−m|νm, (5)
where the first line states that the average local den-
sity of states (DoS) is defined by states broadened by
a scale κn, and the second line expresses the broaden-
ing as a sum over SYK4 hybridization processes gov-
erned by the nearest neighbor energy denominators piνm
and a hopping operator P. The latter is unit normal-
ized as
∑
m P|n−m| = 1 and limited to state separations|n−m| ≤ 4 (see Eq. (31) for the precise definition), while
νˆ (here and in the following) denotes a diagonal matrix in
occupation basis with diagonal elements νn. Eq. (5) is a
self consistent equation for the local density of states, νn,
and the level hybridization, κn. What simplifies its solu-
tion is the effectively random distribution of site energies,
vm, affecting the DoS at n. The largeness O(N4) of these
contributions justifies a statistical approach, which leads
to the solution
κn ' κΘ(C − |vn|),
(κ,C) =
{
(1, 1), δ < 1 (I, II),(
δ−1, δ
)
, δ > 1 (III, IV).
(6)
This result states that (for center energy E = 0) only
sites with energy lower than a threshold C contribute
to the DoS. The value of this threshold depends on the
spread of the site energy spectrum, where in the weak
disorder regimes, I, II, sites within the SYK4 band width
all contribute, C = 1, and the levels are broadened over
the full band width. For stronger disorder, III, IV, the
spectral support is limited to energies |vn| < δ. With vn
4distributed over a range ∼ N1/2δ, the ratio of active sites
to the total number of sites is ∼ N−1/2, which depends
on N but not on the energy spreading itself. Within this
restricted set, there is a still smaller set of energies |vn| .
δ−1 ∼ κn defining a class of resonant sites for which the
real part of the energy denominator, vn, is comparable
to the broadening, κ. This hierarchy makes regime III
different from II where all active sites are automatically
resonant. Active and resonant sites define the support of
many body wave functions in regimes I-III. However, to
describe how this materializes in concrete ways, we need
information beyond the average spectral density.
In the rest of the paper, we consider the spectral two
point correlation function at the band center
K(ω) ≡ 1
ν2
〈ν(ω2 )ν(−ω2 )〉c, (7)
and the moments of wave functions |ψ〉 of zero energy,
ψ,
Iq ≡ 1
ν
∑
n
〈|〈ψ|n〉|2q δ(ψ)〉J , (8)
as principal diagnostic quantities. In these expressions,
ν = ν(E ' 0), ν(E) = ∑ψ〈δ(E − ψ)〉J is the aver-
age many body density of states at zero energy E ' 0,
with 〈· · · 〉J indicating the average over the realization
of {Jijkl} and with a fixed realization of {Jij}. The
subscript c refers to the connected correlation function,
〈ν(ω2 )ν(−ω2 )〉J − 〈ν(ω2 )〉J〈ν(−ω2 )〉J .
Spectral statistics: In regimes I-III wave functions are
extended and their eigenenergies are correlated, with
Wigner-Dyson statistics. Assuming an odd number N
of complex fermions, for which the SYK model sits in
the unitary symmetry class for simplicity, this reflects in
the spectral statistics of the Gaussian unitary ensemble,
K˜(s) = 1− sin
2 s
s2
+ δ(s/pi), s = piων, (9)
where ν =
∑
n νn is the average density of states. Dif-
ferences between the regimes I-III show in the value of
this scale, which in essence counts the number of active
sites according to Eq. (6). To obtain a more explicit ex-
pression, we assume that the summation over n sites can
be replaced by an average over the distribution of site
energies, vn. This leads to
ν ≡
∑
n
νn = cD
{
1 I,
1√
Nδ
II, III, (10)
where, here and throughout, c = O(1) represents numer-
ical constants, and
D = 2N−1 (11)
is the dimension of Fock space projected onto sites of def-
inite (even, for concreteness) occupation number parity.
(Both Hˆ4,2 conserve parity and we focus on a definite par-
ity sector.) The second line states that in the regimes of
intermediate disorder strength, only a fraction D/
√
Nδ
of active sites contributes to the spectral support of wave
functions.
Wave function statistics: In the weak disorder regime,
I, wave functions are ergodically distributed over the full
Fock space, with moments given by those of the Porter-
Thomas distribution,
Iq = q!D
1−q, I. (12)
In essence, this states that the statistics of the complex
amplitudes 〈n|ψ〉 is that of independent Gaussian ran-
dom variables.
In regimes II and above the wave functions no longer
ergodically occupy the full Fock space. Their support is
limited to the subset of active sites, and within this subset
they are extended over the subset of resonant sites. We
find that the corresponding set of moments is given by
Iq = c
q
(
D√
Nδ
)1−q
2q(2q − 3)!!
κq−1
, II, III, (13)
where c = O(1). To make the connection of this expres-
sion to Eq. (12) more transparent, consider the case of
large q, where
q  1 : Iq = cq!D1−qres ,
Dres = D
{
1√
Nδ
II,
1√
Nδ2
III.
(14)
This results states that for large q the moments become
that of a Gaussian distribution defined relative to the
number Dres of resonant sites in Fock space. Noting that
δ ∼ Nα, α < 2, the dependence of Dres on D is approxi-
mated as
Dres = D/ logD
β , β =
{
α+ 1/2 II,
2α+ 1/2 III.
(15)
This suggests an interpretation of a weak fractal whose
dimension differs from the naive dimension by a factor
D/ logDβ ∼ D/D0, rather than the usual fractal D/Dγ
with some γ > 0.
Finally, note that the support of wave functions in
regimes II and III is different (as indicated by the dif-
ferent value of Dres), while the DoS Eq. (10) assumes the
same value. The reason for this is that, in regime II,
there is no distinction between active and resonant sites:
there are ∼ D/(√Nδ) active sites contributing with unit
weight to the DoS. By contrast, in III, the dominant con-
tribution to the DoS comes from the smaller number of
Dres ∼ D/(
√
Nδ2) resonant sites, with sharply peaked
spectral weight ∼ δ, ν ∼ Dresδ ∼ D/(
√
Nδ).
Figures 2 and 3 show a comparison of our analytical
predictions to numerical simulations for 2N = 22, 26, 30
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FIG. 2: Verification of the scaling of our analytical prediction
Eq. (16) in q and N , respectively. Here δ = 3. See also
discussion in main text.
Majorana fermions. Error bars are smaller than symbol
size and omitted for clarity. Numerically accessible sys-
tem sizes are limited and outside 1/
√
N  1, required
by regime II. We, therefore, concentrate on regime III
where, keeping track of all numerical factors c ∼ O(1),
we predict (see Appendix E)
Iq =
q(2q − 3)!!
δ2(1−q)
(
piD
4
√
N
)1−q
. (16)
The upper panel of Fig. 2 verifies the scaling of Eq. (16)
in q. Noting that I˜q ≡ Iq/[q(2q−3)!!] = fq−1N,δ , we predict
a collapse of all curves log(I˜q)/ log(I˜2) for different N on
the line q − 1, in agreement with the numerical simula-
tion. The lower panel of Fig. 2 confirms the validity of
the predicted N -dependence of (16), here for q = 2, 3, 4.
In both figures we used a fixed value δ = 3 of the diago-
nal distribution, deep within regime III. Fig. 3 compares
the scaling of Eq. (16) in δ for N = 15, where the dashed
lines mark the boundaries between different regimes. The
inset indicates the change of spectral statistics in terms
of the Kullback-Leibler entropy of the observed level dis-
tribution relative to that of the Wigner-Dyson and Pois-
son distribution, respectively. More specifically, we show
D(P ||Q) = ∑k pk log(pkqk ), where pk is the spectral statis-
tics from numerical data and qk the respective analytical
distribution. In order to avoid level unfolding, we fol-
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FIG. 3: Comparison of numerical computation of inverse
participation ratio I2 for N = 15 with the analytical predic-
tion Eq. (16), i.e. I2 = 8
√
Nδ2/(piD). Inset: Kullback-Leibler
entropy of the spectral statistics relative to the Wigner-Dyson
and Poisson distribution, respectively. Dashed lines mark
the end of region I, beginning of region III, and the scale
δ′c ∼
√
D/
√
N at which ‘trivial localization’ by trapping sets
in. For N = 15, δ′c ∼ 41, while the true scale for localization
is at δc ' 2585, beyond the scale shown here [39].
low Ref. 40 and study the statistics of ratios of energy
spacings, rn = min(
sn
sn−1
, sn−1sn ), where sn = en+1 − en is
the nearest neighbor spacing of the eigen energies {en}.
qk are then the Wigner-Dyson and Poisson distributions
for the variable rn, given by Ref. 41. In all figures we
averaged over at least 1000 samples, eigenvectors (resp.
eigenstates) at the band center [42], and both parity sec-
tors. In computing the Kullback-Leibler entropy, the dis-
tribution of rn is obtained by splitting [0, 1] into 50 bins
of equal widths. Finally, we emphasize that all compari-
son are done without use of any fitting parameter.
Fock space localization: Turning to the regime of strong
disorder, the phenomenon of localization is often ad-
dressed phenomenologically by describing Fock space as a
synthetic lattice such as a Bethe lattice [12, 18] or a ran-
dom regular graph [11, 12, 16, 19]. On these lattices uni-
form hopping amplitudes between sites of randomly cho-
sen energy mimic the hybridization between Fock space
sites which are resonant according to our classification
above. A competition between the high graph connec-
tivity, and the impedance of transport due to randomly
varying energy denominators then induces an Anderson
transition at a critical combination of hopping strength,
disorder, and graph coordination number [30].
We here follow a somewhat different approach and
work directly in Fock space. We avoid assumptions on
uniform site connectivity, and the early restriction to the
subset of resonant sites. In this way, we arrive at a model
description where the much larger set of active sites con-
tributes to the problem via lattice hopping amplitude
showing large variations due to strong variations in the
energy denominators. What helps to keep this more com-
6plicated problem under control is the huge effective lat-
tice coordination number of O(N4), and a simplification
known as the ‘effective medium approximation’. This
approximation describes transport in Fock space as a
process avoiding local loops (see Fig. 4), while multiple
link traversals (top right) are included. The rational is
that at any given order in hopping perturbation theory,
amplitudes with the lowest number of statistically inde-
pendent energy denominators contribute the strongest.
(Note that in the phenomenological description via Bethe
type lattices this condition is hard wired from the begin-
ning due to the absence of loops on such graphs.) The
effective medium approximation sums over all transition
amplitudes avoiding loops, but including multiple traver-
sal of links (Fig. 4 bottom). The result of this analysis
is that the criterion determining whether a system with
site energies {vm} will be in a localized phase reads,
1 '
∑
|n−m|=4
νmcN log
(
1√
piνmcN
)
, cN =
√
6pi
N2
, (17)
where the sum extends over the O(N4) sites m reachable
from a given resonant site n by SYK4 hopping. While
the criterion is articulated for specific sites n, the large
number of terms in the sum implies self averaging and
independence of the reference site. Replacing the sum
by an average over the distribution of energies vm, we
find that the equation reduces to [43], 1 ' 3N2√
2δ
logN2,
and the solution of this equation to logarithmic accuracy
leads to
δc =
3√
2
N2 logN2. (18)
Physically, the equations above are in line with the
naive argument for localization stated in the introduc-
tion: the factor cN ∼ N−2 represent the strength of the
interaction matrix element. The number of n-neighbors,
m, whose energy is comparable to that scale is given by
the product ∼ 1N2
∑
m νm, and the criterion asks when
this product becomes of O(1). Finally, the logarithmic
correction extends the first order perturbation theory ar-
gument to account for hopping processes of higher order.
We finally address a question which may be of high
relevance to the study of localization phenomena in many
body systems at large:
Will the Fock space transition ever be numerically ob-
servable? To understand what is meant by this question,
suppose we are at disorder concentrations below the lo-
calization threshold Eq. (18). The inverse participation
ratio I2 will then be given by Eq. (13), and with (Eq. (6))
κ = δ−1, we obtain
I2 ' c
√
Nδ2
D
.
For δ ≡ δ′c ∼
√
D/
√
N the inverse participation ratio
as described by this formula becomes of O(1), signifying
FIG. 4: Top left: a cartoon representation of a subset of
sites in Fock space connected by a hooping amplitude con-
taining a loop insertion. The four hopping amplitudes consti-
tuting the loop come with four independent energy denomi-
nators. Top right: this fourth order hopping amplitude with
site revisits has only two independent energy denominators
and contributes parametrically stronger. Bottom left: hop-
ping amplitudes resumed according to the procedure shown
in the bottom right.
localization. However, this trivial mechanism of ‘localiza-
tion’ by trapping is different from that of the Fock space
transition above. It simply reflects the fact that the po-
tential fluctuations become so large that the support of
wave functions is limited to only few sites with finite den-
sity of states. By contrast, the true FSL transition occurs
within a larger set of sites with finite density of states and
separates an extended phase from one where wave func-
tions are localized by quantum interference. To illustrate
this point on a conceptionally similar phenomenon, con-
sider a disordered two-dimensional single particle prob-
lem with v being the energy scale of the disorder. Local-
ization of particles with energy E ∼ EF can be induced
by strong potential fluctuations, v ∼ E (trivial, wave
functions running out of support), or by genuine Ander-
son localization for arbitrarily weak disorder of strength
at exponentially large scales ∼ exp(E/v) times the lattice
constant. For finite size systems, increasing the disor-
der may drive the first mechanism of localization before
traces of the second are seen. (In two dimensions, arbi-
trarily weak disorder induces localization, different from
the present, effectively high dimensional system. How-
ever, for the sake of the argument, the analogy carries.)
Such masking of an Anderson transition happens in SYK
systems below a certain finite size threshold.
More specifically, the wave functions in regime III are
ergodically extended over a set of D/(
√
Nδ2) resonant
sites (which makes them non-ergodic relative to the full
Fock space). Ergodicity implies that the system is de-
scribed by a low energy theory which is structureless in
Fock-space, much as the real space ergodic structureless
theories describing disordered single particle systems be-
7FIG. 5: Top: Cartoon illustration of localization due to
trapping in potential valleys, and of Anderson localization
by quantum interference in less extreme random potentials.
Bottom: qualitative form of the inverse participation ratio in
small sized systems: a power law saturates when approaching
the threshold I2 → 1 at disorder δ ∼ δ′c. Right: expected
shape at a genuine Anderson transition. A critical region
around δ = δc separates two phases characterized by I2
N→∞−→
0 and 1, respectively.
low the localization threshold. In more concrete terms,
this means that the system is in the universality class of
the Rosenzweig-Porter model: a random matrix (Hnm)
of dimension D (mimicking the extended nature of wave
functions) subject to randomness, v, on the diagonal (as-
suming the role of the energies vn). Beyond the scale
δc the site randomness is strong enough to concentrate
states on individual sites, effecting the trivial localization
mechanism by trapping, and Poissonian spectral statis-
tics.
For the SYK system in the thermodynamic limit,
N → ∞, the above localization crossover δ′c is never
an issue. Long before δ′c ∼ 2N/2 is reached, we hit
the FSL transition at δc, where the equivalence of the
model to the RP model breaks down. At the FSL thresh-
old, the inverse participation ratio has reached values
I2 ∼
√
Nδ2c
D ∼ N
9/2
2N
 1. This means that the transi-
tion shows via a sharp upturn of I2 (through a critical
region whose description is beyond the scope of this pa-
per) towards the saturation value I2 = 1 at δ > δc. By
contrast, the trivial localization mechanism by trapping
simply means that the above power law Eq. (14) reaches
values of O(1).
III. MATRIX MODEL
We start the derivation of the results summarized
above by constructing an exact matrix integral represen-
tation of the above correlation functions. The physics be-
hind the matrix representation and the stationary phase
analysis of the theory will be discussed in the next sec-
tion.
All information on spectra and wave functions of the
system is contained in the Fock space matrix elements of
resolvent operators,
G±nm =
〈
n|(z± − Hˆ)−1|m
〉
, (19)
where z± = ±(ω2 + iη) and, here and throughout, η is
infinitesimal (with a limit η ↘ 0 to be taken in the fi-
nal step of all calculations). Specifically, the correlation
functions above are obtained as
Iq =
(2iη)q−1
2ipiν
∑
n
〈G+(q−1)nn G−nn〉,
K(ω) =
1
2pi2ν2
∑
nm
Re〈G+nnG−mm〉, (20)
where Iq is computed at ω = 0, and 〈...〉 denotes the
average over matrix elements {Jijkl}.
Construction of the matrix integral. — Following stan-
dard protocols, we raise the Green functions to an ex-
ponential representation before performing the Gaussian
average. The basic auxiliary formula in this context
is M−1nm =
∫
D(ψ¯, ψ) e−ψ¯Mψψσmψ¯
σ
n, where M is a gen-
eral L × L matrix and the 2L dimensional ‘graded’ vec-
tor ψ = (ψb, ψf)T contains L-commuting components
ψbn, and an equal number of Grassmann components
ψfn. The double integral over these variables cancels un-
wanted determinants det(M), while the pre-exponential
factors, either commuting or anti-commuting, σ = b, f,
isolate the inverse matrix element. With the identifica-
tion M = diag(−i[G+]−1, i[G−]−1) = −iσ3(E + z − Hˆ),
we are led to consider the generating function
Z[j] =
∫
D(ψ¯, ψ)
〈
e−ψ¯(E+z−Hˆ−j)ψ
〉
Hˆ4
. (21)
Here, z ≡ (ω2 + iη)σ3, contains the energy arguments
of the Green functions and σ3 is a Pauli matrix dis-
tinguishing between advanced and retarded components.
The matrix j acts as a source for the generation of the
required moments of Green function matrix elements.
Specifically, we define
jK(α, β) = αpi
b ⊗ pi+ + βpif ⊗ pi−, (22)
jI,n(α, β) = jK(α, β)⊗ |n〉〈n|, (23)
where pib,f is a projector onto commuting and
anticommuting-variables, respectively, ψ¯piσψ = ψ¯σψσ,
and pi± projects in causal space, ψ¯pisψ = ψ¯sψs, s = ±.
With these definitions, an elementary computation shows
that
K(ω) =
1
2pi2ν2
Re ∂2βαZ[jK ]|α,β=0, (24)
Iq = cq(2iη)
q−1∑
n
∂β∂
q−1
α Z[jI,n]|α,β=0, (25)
with cq ≡ 1/(2ipiν(q− 1)!). In the following, we consider
the sources absorbed in a redefined energy matrix, z →
z − j, and remember their presence only when needed.
8At this point, the averaging over Hˆ4 can be performed,
and it generates a quartic term
Z =
∫
D(ψ¯, ψ)e−ψ¯Gˆ
−1ψ+w
2
2
∑
a(ψ¯Xˆaψ)
2
, (26)
where we defined w2 = 6J2/(2N)3 ≡ 32N−4 for the scaled
variance of the SYK Hamiltonian, Gˆ ≡ (E + z − Hˆ2)−1,
Xˆa ≡ χˆiχˆjχˆkχˆl, (27)
and a = (i, j, k, l) with i < j < k < l. We next perform
an innocuous but physically meaningful (see next section)
rearrangement (ψ¯Xˆaψ)
2 = STr((ψψ¯Xˆa)
2), where the su-
pertrace [30] STr(X) ≡ tr(Xbb)−tr(Xff) accounts for the
minus sign caught when exchanging anti-commuting vari-
ables. The next step is a Hubbard-Stratonovich transfor-
mation decoupling the matrices ψψ¯Xˆa ∼ Aa in terms of
(2N)4/4! auxiliary matrix fields Aa. Referring for de-
tails of the procedure to Appendix A we note that after
the decoupling the integral over ψ-variables has become
Gaussian and can be carried out. A more interesting
statement is that of the ρ ≡ (2N4 ) Hubbard-Stratonovich
fields Aa, all but one can be removed, too, by straight-
forward Gaussian integration. Upon restricting to E = 0
this leaves us with a single integration,
Z =
∫
DY e−S[Y ], (28)
S[Y ] = −1
2
STr(Y PY ) + STr log
(
z − Hˆ2 + iPY
)
,
over a 2 × 2 × ×D dimensional matrix Y = {Y σσ′,ss′nn′ }
carrying indices in causal space, super-space, and Fock
space. The information on the SYK system now sits in
the site-diagonal one-body term, Hˆ2, and the hopping
operator P which represents the interaction and acts on
matrices Z = {Znm} in Fock space as
PZ ≡ 1
ρ
∑
a
XaZX
†
a. (29)
Finally, γ = wρ1/2 = 1 represents the SYK4 band width,
which we have set to unity. To simplify formulas, we
will consider energies Hˆ2 → γHˆ2, ω → γω scaled by this
parameter, and suppress it throughout.
Discussion of the matrix integral. — This is now
a good point to discuss the meaning of the above
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation and of the matrix-
representation. The two-fermion vertices ψ¯Xˆaψ entering
the theory after disorder averaging describe the scatter-
ing of Fock space states off the four-Majorana operators
contained in the Hamiltonian, and in this way introduce
the lattice connectivity indicated in Fig. 1. While a direct
analysis of individual Fock space amplitudes seems hope-
less, progress can be made if the propagators are paired
to two-amplitudes composites as indicated in Fig. 6. For
two reasons, the pair amplitudes Y ss
′,σσ′
nn′ = ψ
sσ
n ψ¯
s′σ′
n′ are
more convenient degrees of freedom: First, the pair ac-
tion Y →∑a XˆaY Xˆa = ρPY governing scattering in the
two-state channel (cf. the structure of the action (28))
is relatively easy to describe, see below. Second, the ad-
vanced/retarded combinations Y −+,σσ
′
nn = ψ
−σ
n ψ¯
+σ′
n ap-
pear as terminal vertices in the computation of Green
functions G+·nG
−
n·, where the dots stand for the unspec-
ified final points of the correlation function. With the
exact identity (G+)−1 − (G−)−1 = ω+ ≡ ω + 2i0, we
have 〈G+mnG−nm〉 = 〈tr(G+G−)〉 = 1ω+ 〈tr(G+)[(G+)−1 −
(G−)−1]G−〉 = 1ω+ 〈tr(G− −G+)〉 ' 2piiω+ ν, where ν is the
density of states at the band center. The way to read
this (Ward) identity is that the product of Green func-
tions contains a singularity, provided tr(G− − G+) ∼ ν
is a structureless quantity. (The latter condition does
not hold in systems with localization, where the isolated
eigenstates support a point spectrum with poles rather
than a uniform cut.) This argument indicates that the
‘soft mode’ G+G− ∼ ω−1 is key to the understanding of
observables probing spectrum and eigenfunctions of the
system.
In the matrix integral framework, the above singularity
shows in the presence of a soft mode in the integration
over the variables Y −+,σσ
′
nn . To isolate this mode, we note
that Eq. (28) has an approximate symmetry
Y → TY T−1, T = {T ss′,σσ′} (30)
under rotations homogeneous in Fock space. The set of
these transformations defines GL(2|2), i.e. the group of
invertible 4 × 4 matrices with anti-commuting entries.
Invariance under this symmetry is weakly broken only
by the frequency/source matrix z, which, ignoring the
infinitesimal sources, transforms as ω2 σ3 → ω2 T−1σ3T .
This reduces the symmetry down to the transforma-
tions diagonal in advanced-retarded (s-indices) space,
GL(1|1)×GL(1|1).
The essential question now is whether the above weak
explicit symmetry breaking is spontaneously broken in
the matrix integral (much as a weak explicit symmetry
breaking by a finite magnetic field gets upgraded to spon-
taneous symmetry breaking in a ferromagnetic phase.) In
the latter case, we expect a soft Goldstone mode whose
‘mass’ is set by the symmetry breaking parameter, ω,
and ω−1 singularities in line with the observation above.
To investigate this question and the consequences in the
observables K(ω) and Iq, we next subject the theory to
a stationary phase analysis.
IV. EFFECTIVE THEORY
In this section, we map the exact theory Eq. (28) to
an approximate but more manageable effective theory.
We have already established the presence of an exact
(in the limit ω → 0) rotational soft mode isotropic in
Fock space. Since much of the analysis below will fo-
cus on strong Hˆ2 with eigenvalues vn of Hˆ2 compara-
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nn′
representing the pair propagation of Fock space scattering
amplitudes. Discussion, see text.
ble to or exceeding the SYK4, we anticipate that fluc-
tuations of lowest action cost will be commutative in
the sense [Hˆ2, Y ] = 0. We thus start from an ansatz
〈n|Y |m〉 = Ynδnm where fluctuations are diagonal in the
occupation basis. In view of the fermion parity conserva-
tion of both Hˆ2,4 we focus on a sector of definite parity,
chosen to be even. The locality of Hˆ2 in the occupa-
tion number basis is in competition with the hopping
described by P. However, what works to our advantage
is that the action of P on the states Y is remarkably sim-
ple: thinking of Ynm as the matrix elements of a ‘density
matrix’, Yn represents a state without off-diagonal ma-
trix elements. It is a non-trivial feature of P that it pre-
serves this structure, (PY )m =
∑
n P|n−m|Ym, i.e. the
adjoint action XˆaY Xˆa on Fock-space diagonal matrices
Y does not generate superpositions of off-diagonal states.
A straightforward combinatorial exercise shows that (see
Appendix B for details)
P0 = N(N − 1)
2ρ
, P2 = 4(N − 2)
ρ
, P4 = 16
ρ
, (31)
with all other matrix elements vanishing, and normaliza-
tion
∑
m Pm,n = 1. Notice that for a given n, we have(
N
4
)
neighbors with hamming distance 4, connected to n
by
(
N
4
)P4 N1∼ 1. This shows distance 4 hopping is the
most important by ‘phase volume’.
With these structures in place, a variation of ac-
tion (28) leads to
−iY = 1
z − Hˆ2 + iPY
. (32)
Notice that Y resembles (−i) times the local ‘propaga-
tor’ (see inset of Fig. 6) of site n, dressed with a self
energy iPY due to hopping via P to neighboring sites.
It is this term which makes the stationary phase equa-
tion non-trivial. In a first step towards the solution, we
neglect imaginary contributions to Y and focus on the
local ‘spectral density’ Re(Y ) instead. (In the effective
action, the imaginary part of Y describes an energy shift
vn → vn + ImYn which is inessential to our problem.)
Causality requires sgnY = sgn Im z, i.e. the sign of the
self energy is dictated by that of the imaginary part con-
tained in the energy arguments. Otherwise the saddle
point equation is rotationally invariant in the internal
indices of the theory. This motivates an ansatz,
ReY =
∑
n
(ReY )n|n〉〈n| ≡
∑
n
piνn|n〉〈n| ⊗ σ3 ⊗ 1 bf
with real coefficients νn. Inspection of Eq. (32) shows
that these coefficients afford an interpretation as mean
field local density of states.
Substituting this expression into the equation and tem-
porarily ignoring the small energy argument, z, as small
compared to both Hˆ2 and Y , we obtain the variational
equation (5). The structure of this equation contains
the key to its solution: For vn = 0, the normalization∑
m P|n−m| = 1 implies that it is solved by κn = 1. In the
chosen units, this is (pi×) the density of states at the SYK
band center. For finite vn, the summation over m im-
plements an effective average over the connected states,
which now carry random energy. In Appendix C we show
that the average stabilizes the solution (6), where ‘'’
stands for equality up to corrections exponentially small
in exp(−(vn/δ)2)). We interpret this result as the spec-
tral density of sites with energy vn and decay rate κn
into neighboring sites. The latter is finite for states be-
low a threshold |vn| < C. For δ > 1, the rate is given by
the energy denominator κ ∼ δ−1 of neighboring sites. In
the opposite regime, δ < 1, the energy denominators of
states vn ∼ 1 in resonance with the SYK band width are
of O(1), leading to the second line in Eq. (6).
The saddle point solutions discussed thus far are distin-
guished for their diagonality in all matrix indices. How-
ever, we now recall that the z = 0 action is invari-
ant under Fock space uniform rotations Eq. (30), imply-
ing that uniformly rotated saddle point configurations
Yn → TYnT−1 are solutions, too. (Technically, this fol-
lows from the cyclic invariance of the trace.) Next to this
uniform Goldstone mode, configurations Yn → TnYnT−1n
with site-diagonal rotations commutative with Hˆ2 are
expected to cost the least amount of action. With
Yn = piνnσ3, this makes Yn → piνnQn, Qn = Tnσ3T−1n
the effective degrees of freedom of the theory, and substi-
tution into Eq. (28) defines the Goldstone mode integral,
Z =
∫
DQe−S[Q], (33)
S = −pi
2
2
STr((νˆQˆ)P(νˆQˆ)) + STr log
(
z − Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆQˆ)
)
.
In the next two sections, we investigate what this integral
has to say about wave function statistics and Fock space
localization, respectively.
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V. SPECTRAL AND WAVE FUNCTION
STATISTICS
In this section, we explore the spectral and wave func-
tion statistics in regimes I-III. The presumption is that
wave functions are not yet localized and correlated with
each other. This should lead to Wigner-Dyson spectral
statistics and wave function moments reflecting the ex-
tended nature on the subsets of Fock space corresponding
to active or resonant sites.
To test these hypothesis it is sufficient to consider the
integral (33) in the presence of effectively infinitesimal ex-
plicit symmetry breaking z: besides the sources, j, this
parameter contains a frequency argument ω ∼ D−1 of
the order of the exponentially small inverse many body
level spacing in the case of spectral statistics, Eq. (24),
or the infinitesimal parameter η in the case of wave func-
tion statistics, Eq. (25). On general grounds, we expect
the smallness in the ‘explicit’ symmetry breaking in a
Goldstone mode integral to lead to singular contributions
∼ z−n proportional in the inverse of the that parameter
after integration. (Inspection of the prefactors, ηq−1 in
the definition of the wave function statistics shows that
such singularities are actually required to obtain non-
vanishing results.) These most singular contributions to
the integral must come from the Goldstone mode fluctua-
tions of least action, which are fluctuations homogeneous
in Fock space,
Qˆn = Tnσ3Tn → Tσ3T−1 ≡ Q. (34)
With [T,P] = 0, the substitution νˆQˆ → νˆQ into the
action Eq.(33) leads to
S0[Q, j] = STr log
(
z − j − Hˆ2 + iκˆQ
)
, (35)
where we made the dependence z → z − j of the action
on the sources j ≡ jI,n required to calculate moments
via Eq. (23) explicit again, and we noted piP νˆ = κˆ.
Before proceeding, we note that the structure of this
action is identical to that describing the Rosenzweig–
Porter model — a single random matrix of dimension D
containing Gaussian distributed disorder on the matrix
diagonal [44]. An important difference is, however, that
the diagonal disorder in the latter is uncorrelated, while
the Fock-space diagonal disorder induced by Hˆ2 is highly
correlated. As a consequence, the effective action for
the Rosenzweig-Porter model only allows for homogenous
saddle point solutions [31, 44], while here we encounter
solutions that become inhomogeneous in Fock space once
on-site disorder exceeds the SYK4 band width. The inho-
mogeneity accounts for a site-dependent broadening κn,
induced by correlations in the disorder amplitudes, and
also manifests in a separation into regimes II/III of the
phase of non ergodic extended states. In the following,
we discuss what this reduction of the model has to say
about spectral and wave function statistics.
Spectral statistics: To obtain a prediction for spectral
correlations based on the representation Eq. (33) with
Fock space zero mode, we consider the correlation func-
tion (7), represented through matrix integral represented
Green functions as in Eq. (20) and Eq. (24). To compute
these quantities from the effective theory, we need to ex-
pand the action Eq. (35) to lowest order in the parameter
ω/κ ∼ 1/D, and to second order in the sources (22). The
straightforward ω-expansion yields (cf. Eq. (D3))
Sω[Q] ≡ −ipiν(ω + iη)
2
STr(Qσ3), (36)
where ν is the zero energy density of states, Eq. (10).
What remains, is the source differentiation and the in-
tegration over the matrix Q. To get some intuition for
the integral, notice that the non-linear degree of freedom
Q = Tσ3T
−1 affords a representation, Q = UQ0U−1,
where U contains various compact angular variables (cf.
Appendix E), and
Q0 =
(
cos θˆ i sin θˆ
−i sin θˆ − cos θˆ
)
, (37)
a rotation matrix in causal space. Diagonal in super-
space, this matrix is parameterized in terms of the two
‘Bogolubov’ angles θˆ = (iθb, θf)
T , where θf ∈ [0, pi] is a
compact rotation variable, and θb ∈ R+ a non-compact
real variable. This representation reveals the geometry of
the integration manifold as the product of a sphere (θf)
and a hyperboloid (θf) (coupled by variables contained in
U .) Where the physics of non-perturbative structures in
spectral and wave function statistics, and localization is
concerned, the most important player is the non-compact
variable, θb, as only this one has the capacity to pro-
duce singular results. Heuristically, one may think of the
model reduced to its dependence on this variable as a
non-compact version of a Heisenberg-model, containing
hyperboloidal, rather than compact spins as degrees of
freedom.
Referring for details of the source differentiation and
the subsequent integration over the matrix Q [30] to Ap-
pendix E, the above reduction of the model yields the
GUE spectral correlation function (9) for the spectral
statistics on scales of the many body level spacing in
regimes I-III. With increasing energies, the assumption
of homogeneity of fluctuations in Fock space breaks down
(cf. the next section) beyond a ‘Thouless energy’ whose
value depends on the specific observable under considera-
tion [45]. However, the detailed investigation of Thouless
thresholds for the present model is beyond the scope of
the paper.
Wave function statistics: In the same manner, we may
consider the local moments of wave functions Eq. (8), rep-
resented via Green functions Eq. (20), and obtained from
the matrix integral through Eq. (25). A key feature of
this expression is that it contains a limit limη→0 ηq−1(. . . )
the factor ηq−1 must thus be compensated for by an
equally strong singularity η1−q from the integral, where η
couples through z = iησ3. Setting ω = 0 in Eq. (36) and
integrating over the functional differentiated in sources
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a calculation detailed in Appendix E), then yields the
moments (12)–(14).
VI. ERGODIC-TO-LOCALIZATION
TRANSITION
In regimes, II, III, the dominant contribution to the
matrix integral at the lowest energies comes from ho-
mogeneous contributions Q. Upon approaching the lo-
calization threshold III/IV, inhomogeneous fluctuations
Q→ Qˆ = {Qn} gain in importance and eventually desta-
bilize the mean field theory. To describe this physics, we
need an effective action generalized for inhomogeneous
fluctuations, and more manageable than Eq. (33). We de-
rive it in Appendix D under the assumption that the sum
over a large number of fluctuating terms represented by
the term P(νˆQˆ) is largely self-averaging. An expansion
to lowest order in fluctuations around the homogeneous
average than leads to the effective hopping action
S[Q] = SP [Q] + Sω[Q],
SP [Q] =
pi2
2
∑
n,m
νnνmPn,mstr(QnQm), (38)
Sω[Q] = −ipi
∑
n
νn str (zQn) , (39)
with Qn = T
−1
n σ3Tn. Eqs. (38) and (39) are the main re-
sult of this section. Depending on the value of κn Eq. (6),
this action describes the entire range from vanishing to
large deformations Hˆ2. We next discuss what this action
has to say on the ergodic-to-localization transition.
The key player in this problem is the hopping term (38)
where Q matrices at SYK4-neighboring sites are coupled,
subject to a weight which contains the local spectral den-
sities. In analytic approaches to localization on high di-
mensional lattices, it is common to set these weights to
unity. However, in view of the massive site-to-site fluctu-
ations of νn we prefer not to make this assumption and
work with a given realization {νn} for as long as possible.
Approaching the transition from the localized side where
the integration over Q’s is subject to only small damping
νn, the essential degrees of freedom are once again the
non-compact variables, θb contained in Q0, Eq. (37).
To better understand the significance of this structure,
we write QnQm = (Qn−σ3)(Qm−σ3)+σ3Qn+σ3Qm−1
to represent the hopping part of the action as
SP [Q] = pi
∑
n
ΓnSTr(Qnσ3)
+
pi2
2
∑
n,m
νnνmPn,mSTr((Qn − σ3)(Qm − σ3)),
where Γn ≡ νn
∑
m Pn,mνm. Consider a situation where
the accumulate hopping weights Γn out of site n are
small. In this case, large fluctuations of the non-compact
FIG. 7: Idea of the effective medium approximation. Sites
n are connected to the stems of coral like structures, each
labeled by a connected neighbor m, which represent the sum-
mation over all hopping terms excluding loops. The recursive
nature of the structure allows for a self consistent resumma-
tion.
angles, λb,n ≡ cosh(θb,n) dominate the functional inte-
gral. To understand the consequences, we note that the
measure of the Q-integration in the angular representa-
tion is given by [30]∫
dQ =
∫
dU
∫ 1
−1
dλf
∫ ∞
1
dλb
1
(λb − λf)2 ,
where λf = cos(θf). For small typical values Γ ∼ Γn  1,
the exponential weighs effectively cut off the integration
over λb at ∼ Γ−1  1. Individual terms in the second
line of the above representation of SP are smaller than
the accumulated weights in the first line, and so the inte-
gral can be approached by perturbative expansion in the
hopping terms. As an example, consider the sixth order
expansion indicated via the highlighted links in Fig. 4.
Retaining only the information on the non-compact inte-
grations λ ≡ λb, the contribution with a loop (left) and
that with doubly occurring links evaluate to
loop:
∫ Γ−1
1
dλ1
λ21
dλ2
λ22
dλ3
λ23
dλ4
λ24
λ31λ
3
2λ
2
3λ
2
4 ∼ Γ−6,
no loop:
∫ Γ−1
1
dλ1
λ21
dλ2
λ22
dλ3
λ23
λ31λ
5
2λ
2
3 ∼ Γ−7, (40)
where the indices refer to the participating Q-matrices,
Q1...4. This estimate shows that the contribution of loops
in the perturbation expansion is suppressed. At the same
time, the largeness of the individual contributions sig-
nals that infinite order summations are required. The ef-
fective medium approximation achieves this summation,
loops excluded. The approximation is called ‘effective
medium’ because from the perspective of individual sites
in Fock space the contribution of all hopping processes
terminating at that site adds up to the influence of an ef-
fectively homogeneous background medium, transmissive
or not depending on the strength of the couplings.
To see how this comes about, consider a site n
with local configuration Qn and let Ψn,m(Qn) =∫
coralm,Q
DQe−S[Q], be the contribution to the func-
tional integrated over all links connected to n via the
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neighbor m, through the loopless coral like structure in-
dicated in Fig. 7. The essence of the approximation is
the recursion relation,
Ψnm(Q) =
∫
dQ′Nwnm(Q,Q
′)e−S0(Q
′)
∏
o
Ψmo(Q
′),
Nw(Q,Q
′) = ew str(QQ
′),
where the product extends over all sites, o, connected to
m by hopping, S0(Q) ≡ Sω→iδ(Q) acts as a convergence
generating factor, and we defined
wnm ≡ pi
2
2
νnνmPn,m, (41)
for the coupling constants weighting the hopping kernel.
If we now take the product Ψn(Q) ≡
∏
m Ψn,m(Q) (as-
suming self averaging in the sense that the fully inte-
grated amplitude, Ψn depends on the terminal site, n,
but not on the detailed values of the O(N4) neighbor
amplitudes), the equation assumes the form,
Ψn(Q) =
∏
m
∫
dQ′Nwn,m(Q,Q
′)Ψm(Q′),
where the presence of the convergence generator
exp(−S0) is left implicit. In the deeply localized regime,
Nn,m ≈ 1, the integral decouples, and Ψn = 1 is a so-
lution by supersymmetry (i.e. the unit normalization of
all source-less integrals in the present formalism). This
suggests [30] a linearization, Ψn(Q) = 1− Φn(Q), where
the emergence of a non-trivial solution Φn is taken as a
criterion for the localization transition. Substituting this
ansatz into the equation, and again using supersymme-
try,
∏
m
∫
dQ′Nw(Q,Q′) = 1, we obtain
Φn(Q) =
∑
m
∫
dQ′Nwnm(Q,Q
′)Φm(Q′). (42)
This is a linear integral equation governed by a ran-
dom lattice structure in Fock space via the couplings
wnm and an internal structure encoding the random-
ness of the SYK4 system via the Q
′-integrals. Although
the integral equation may look helplessly complicated,
progress is possible recalling our previous observation:
we again have a situation where the Q integrations ex-
tend over wide parameter intervals such that the lead-
ing non-compact variable is the key player. Assuming
that the solutions depend on the non-compact variable
as Φ(Q)→ Φ(t), t ≡ log(λ1/δ), and referring to Ref. [46]
for details of the integration over remaining variables,
the reduction of Eq. (42) to the regime of interest, t 0,
wmn  1 reads
Φn(t) =
∑
m
∫
dt′Lwmn(t− t′)Φm(t′), (43)
Lw(t) =
( w
2pi
)1/2
e−w cosh(t)+
t
2
(
w cosh t+
1
2
)
.
Ref. [46] contains a pedagogical discussion of the solution
of (the homogeneous variant wmn = const. of this equa-
tion, including the somewhat subtle issue of boundary
conditions. It turns out that the key to the stability of
the localized solution, Ψ = 1 lies in the spectrum of the
linear kernel {Lwmn(t−t′)}: a spectrum with lower bound
 > 1 means that perturbations δψ will grow under the
application of the linearized kernel, signifying destabiliza-
tion of the null solution ψ = 1. We thus declare the ex-
istence of a minimal eigenvalue  = 1 as a delocalization
criterion. Due to translational invariance in t− t′ eigen-
states are of the form eθ(t−t
′)Φn, where the coefficients
are determined by the reduced equation, Φn = Lθ,nmΦm,
with
Lθ,nm =
∫ ∞
−∞
dtLwmn(t)e
−θt.
Substitution of the kernel in Eq. (43) followed by differen-
tiation in θ shows that the positive matrix Lθ,nm assumes
its smallest values at θ = 1/2, and the straightforward
integration at that value defines the matrix,
Lnm ≡ L 1
2 ,nm
=
(wnm
2pi
)1/2 ∫
dt e−wnm cosh t
(
wnm cosh t+
1
2
)
'
(wnm
2pi
)1/2
log
(
2
wmn
)
.
In an approximation that neglects site-to-site fluctu-
ations of the logarithm, the factorization (Eq. (41))
wmn
|n−m|=4
= pi
2
2 P4νnνm ' 12pi
2
N4 νnνm implies that the
matrix has the structure of a dyadic product. The crite-
rion for the dominant eigenvalue thus assumes the form
of Eq. (17), where the sum extends over the Hamming
distance four neighborhood of a reference site n. Due to
the large number of contributing terms, the dependence
on n is negligible and replacing the sum by an average we
obtain Eq. (18) as the final result for the critical disorder
strength.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a first principle anal-
ysis of Fock space localization in the Majorana SYK4+2
model. Our work builds on a previous publication [31],
where three of the present authors demonstrated the ex-
istence of a phase of non-ergodic extended states in a
random energy variant of the SYK model. The present
work focuses on the SYK model perturbed by a two Ma-
jorana potential, and gives a complete description of the
ergodic-to-Fock space localization transition, including
an intermediary phase of non-ergodic extended states.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the only genuine
many body system for which microscopic and analyti-
cal studies of many body localization are possible at this
stage. Many of the theoretical tools applied above to
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site disorder state extension spectral statistics
I δ < N−1/2 D Wigner-Dyson
II N−1/2 < δ  1 D√
Nδ
Wigner-Dyson
III 1 < δ  N2 D√
Nδ2
Wigner-Dyson
IV N2 < δ O(D0) Poisson
TABLE I: Summary of regimes with different wave function
and spectral statistics.
describe the localization phenomenon were originally de-
veloped for synthetic systems — such as Bethe lattices
subject to disorder, or modified variants of random ma-
trix theory — meant to mimic true Fock spaces. From
a methodological perspective, the main contribution of
the present paper is a controlled reduction of the micro-
scopic SYK model to a form where the above concepts
become applicable. While the physics of interactions in
the N body Fock space of the SYK system required a
somewhat more realistic variant of the above synthetic
frameworks, the large coordination number ∼ N4 of the
system implied self averaging and helped to get the prob-
lem under control.
Within this framework, we identified four different
regimes depending on the width δ of the distribution
of single particle orbital energies, vi, distributed over a
width δ, and contributing to the energy of Fock space
sites n = (n1, . . . , nN ) as vn =
∑
i vi(2ni − 1): A weak
site disorder regime (I), where vn is smaller than the
SYK interaction energy, states are ergodically spread
over the full set of sites, and spectral statistics is Wigner-
Dyson, a complementary strong site disorder regime (IV),
δ & N2 where states are strongly localized with Poisso-
nian spectral statistics, and two intermediate regimes (II,
III) where states occupy a fraction of Fock space, while
spectral statistics is still Wigner-Dyson (see table I for a
summary.)
We tested the validity of the theory in the numerically
accessible regimes (I-III) by comparison with the results
of direct diagonalization for systems up to N = 15, or
NMajorana = 30 and found excellent agreement. How-
ever, the numerical validation of the Fock space transi-
tion III/IV presents a more tricky affair:
We found that the diminishing support of the wave
functions in regime III has bearings on the observability
of the true FSL transition III/IV in systems of numer-
ically manageable size. For intermediate disorder, III,
wave functions are spread over a limited set of ‘reso-
nant’ sites with energies vn ∼ δ−1. For ‘exponentially
strong’ disorder δ2 ∼ D/√N , the support set becomes
of O(1), which can be seen as a trivial crossover into a
localized regime. This trivial form of localization by trap-
ping is different from the genuine FSL transition which
occurs within the set of resonant sites and at disorder
δc ∼ N2 only polynomial in N . The problem is that
for system sizes NMajorana . O(60) [47], the exponential
disorder threshold is reached before that δc ∼ N2 of the
genuine Fock space localization transition, implying that
the true transition remains masked in systems of numer-
ically realistic size. In such systems, the saturation of
inverse participation ratios (and other indicators of lo-
calization, including changes in the spectral statistics)
reflects the diminishing spectral support of wave func-
tions due to large potential fluctuations, rather than a
genuine MBL transition. The numerical monitoring of
these effects will lead to overly conservative estimates for
localization ‘transitions’ (i.e. the actual MBL transition
in a system of sufficiently large N would be driven by
weaker potential fluctuations within a band of spectral
support.)
Irrespective of this practical challenge to observability,
the description of the FSL transition in the SYK system
relies on the assumption of the irrelevance of loops in the
Fock space propagation and accompanying interference
of wave function amplitudes. In the present context, this
assumption is stabilized by the high coordination num-
ber of the lattice. It will be interesting to explore if it
requires modification in the more complex setting of spa-
tially extended systems, and to what extent our present
approach can be generalized in this direction.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the action (28)
We here derive the action Eq. (28) from the averaged
functional (26). We start by rewriting the quartic term as
(ψ¯Xˆaψ)
2 = STr((ψψ¯Xˆa)
2). To decouple this nonlinear-
ity, we multiply the functional with the unit normalized
Gaussian integral 1 =
∫
DA exp(− 12
∑
a STr(AaXˆa)
2),
where DA ≡ ∏a dAa, and Aa = {Ass′,σσ′nn′ } are 4D-
dimensional matrices. A shift Aa → Aa + wψψ¯ then
removes the quartic term, and the subsequent integra-
tion over ψ leads to
Z[j] =
∫
DAe−
1
2
∑
a STr(AaXˆa)
2−STr log(Gˆ−1+w∑a Aa),
where Gˆ−1 = z−Hˆ2. We now observe that the nonlinear
part of the action couples only to the combination
∑
aAa.
This motivates the definition, Aa =
i
ρ (Y +Ya), where the
factor of i is included for later convenience, and
∑
a Ya =
14
0. Adding a Lagrange multiplier iρ
∑
a STr(YaΛ) to en-
force the constraint, we are led to consider the functional
Z[j] = ∫ DYDΛ exp(−S[Y,Λ]), with action
S[Y,Λ] = − 1
2ρ2
∑
a
STr((Y + Ya)Pa(Y + Ya))
+
i
ρ
∑
a
STr(ΛYa) + STr log(Gˆ
−1 + iwY ),
where ρ =
(
2N
4
)
and we defined the operator PˆaB =
XˆaBXˆa. Note that Pˆa is self-inverse, Pˆ
2
aB = Xˆ
2
aBXˆ
2
a =
B, and hermitian in the sense that STr(CPˆaB) =
STr(PˆaCB). We now do the Gaussian integrals over Ya
to obtain,
S[Y,Λ] = −STr(ρ
2
ΛPΛ + iΛY )+ STr log(Gˆ−1 + iwY ),
where P = 1ρ
∑
a Pˆa. The Gaussian integration over Λ
may now be performed and after rescaling Y → ρ1/2Y ,
and defining γ = wρ1/2 = J2 (2N)
1/2 we obtain the action
S[Y ] = − 12STr(Y P−1Y ) + STr log
(
z − Hˆ2 + iγY
)
. In a
final step, we perform a linear transformation P−1Y →
Y , and recall that in our units J2 = 2/N and γ = 1, to
arrive at Eq. (28).
Appendix B: The operator P
In this Appendix, we discuss the action of the oper-
ator P states |n〉〈n| diagonal in the occupation num-
ber basis. To this end, note that for a state |n〉 =
|n1, . . . , ni, . . . , nN 〉, the action of the Majorana opera-
tor χˆ2i = ci + c
†
i produces the state |ni〉 ≡ χˆ2i|n〉 =
|n1, . . . , n¯i, . . . , nN 〉, where n¯ is 0 for n = 1, and vice
versa. Similarly, χˆ2i−1|n〉 = i(−)ni |ni〉. Except for ni
all other occupation numbers remain unchanged, and no
superpositions of states are generated. The adjoint ac-
tion thus generates χˆ2i|n〉〈n|χˆ2i = χˆ2i−1|n〉〈n|χˆ2i−1 =
|ni〉〈ni|, which we interpret as nearest neighbor hopping
in Fock space. Notice that (χˆ2iχˆ2i−1)|n〉〈n|(χˆ2i−1χˆ2i) =
|n〉〈n| leaves the state unchanged.
With these structures in place, it is straightforward to
describe the action of P|n〉〈n| = 1ρ
∑
a Xˆa|n〉〈n|Xˆa. The
summation contains contributions changing the particle
number |n| by 0, 2 and 4. With Pn,m = 〈m|(P|n〉〈n|)|m〉,
the diagonal contribution, P0 is obtained from the
(
N
2
)
terms of the structure χˆ2iχˆ2i+1χˆ2βχˆ2β+1. Similar count-
ing for the contributions changing |n| by two and 4 gives
the matrix elements stated in the main text,
P0 = N(N − 1)
2ρ
, P2 = 4(N − 2)
ρ
, P4 = 16
ρ
, (B1)
and it is verified that∑
m
Pm,n
=
(
N
0
)
N(N − 1)
2ρ
+
(
N
2
)
4(N − 2)
ρ
+
(
N
4
)
16
ρ
= 1. (B2)
Appendix C: Saddle point equations
In this Appendix we address the solution of the sad-
dle point equation Eq. (5). The non-trivial element in
this equation is the quantity κn ≡ pi(P νˆ)n in the denom-
inator. In terms of this quantity, Eq. (5) becomes the
simple algebraic equation (6). A closed yet site non-local
equation for κ is obtained by acting on Eq. (5) with the
operator P,
κn =
∑
m
P|n−m|Im 1
vm − iκm
=
∑
m
P|n−m|Re
∫ ∞
0
dt eivmt−κmt,
where in the second line switch to a temporal Fourier
representation to facilitate the treatment of the argu-
ment vm. The solution of this equation relies on two
conceptual elements, first the ansatz Eq. (6) and second
a replacement of the sum over the ρ neighboring sites m
by a Gaussian average over energies vm. Specifically, we
note that up to corrections small in N−1, the neighbor
sites m are separated by Hamming distance 4 from n and
each change in ni changes vn 7→ vn ± 2vi. This means
that vm = vn+v, where we assume v to be Gaussian dis-
tributed with width
√
42δ = 4δ. Substituting the ansatz
κm = κΘ(C − |vm|) into the equation, and splitting the
integral over v into regions with C − |vm| = C − |vn + v|
smaller and larger than zero, respectively, we obtain after
shifting v 7→ v − vn
κn =
1√
32piδ
Re
∫ ∞
0
dt
×
(∫
dv e−
(v−vn)2
32δ2 +
∫ C
−C
dv e−
(v−vn)2
32δ2
(
e−κt − 1)) eivt.
With Re
∫∞
0
dt eivt = piδ(v), the first and the third term
in the second line cancel out, and the t-integration of the
second term gives
κn =
√
pi√
32δ
∫ C
−C
dv e−
(v−vn)2
32δ2
κ
pi(v2 + κ2)
, (C1)
where the notation emphasizes that the κ-dependent
term effectively represents a δ-function δκ(v) =
κ
pi(v2+κ2)
in v, smeared over scales ∼ κ. This expression defines the
mean field amplitude κn at site n in dependence of the
tolerance window C for the energy vn, and κ itself. We
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now explore for which configurations (C, κ) it represents
a self consistent solution.
The details of this analysis depend on whether we work
with weakly (I, II) or strongly (III, IV) distributed on-site
energies.
Strong on-site disorder III, IV : Anticipating that all so-
lutions satisfy κ 1, the width of δκ(v) is much smaller
than that of the Gaussian weight, δ. The function δκ
thus collapses the integral, and we obtain
κn =
√
pi√
32δ
e−
v2n
32δ2 . (C2)
This is consistent with our ansatz with C = 2δ and κ ∼
δ−1.
Narrow on-site disorder I, II: In this regime, we test for
the validity of the ansatz with C = 1 and κ = 1. First
assume |vn| > 1 = C  δ. In this case, the ansatz re-
quires exponentially suppressed κ, the δv-function again
becomes effective, and the integral collapses to κn =√
pi√
32δ
exp(− v2n32δ2 ) consistent with the assumed smallness
of κ. Conversely, for |vn| < 1 = C, the ansatz requires
κ = 1. The function δκ = δ1 is now much wider than the
width of the Gaussian, ∼ δ, and the integration bound-
aries can be extended to infinity. Doing the integral, we
obtain κn ≡ κ = 1/κ, or κ = 1, consistent with Eq. (6).
Appendix D: Effective matrix theory
In this appendix we discuss the derivation of Eqs. (38)
and (39) from Eq. (28). In Eq. (28), we substitute Y →
piνˆQˆ with Qn = Tnσ3T
−1
n . The expansion of the action
in fluctuations then comprises three parts: the Gaussian
weight, the expansion of the ‘Str log’ in site-to-site fluc-
tuations, and the expansion of the ‘Str log’ in small fre-
quency arguments, z (reflecting the non-commutativity,
[z, Tn] 6= 0.)
Gaussian weight: A straightforward substitution yields
− 1
2
STr(Y PY )→ −pi
2
2
STr(νˆQˆP(νˆQˆ))
= −pi
2
2
∑
nm
νnνmP|n−m|STrQnQm. (D1)
Fluctuation action: Substituting the ansatz into the
‘Str log’ and temporarily neglecting the frequency argu-
ments, z, we obtain
STr log(−Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆQˆ))
= STr log(−Hˆ2 + iTˆ−1piP(νˆQˆ)Tˆ )
= STr log(−Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆσ3) + ipi[Tˆ−1P(νˆQˆ)Tˆ − P(νˆσ3])
' STr log(1 + pi2νˆσ3[Tˆ−1P(νˆQˆ)Tˆ − P(νˆσ3])
' pi2STr(νˆσ3[Tˆ−1P(νˆQˆ)Tˆ − P(νˆσ3])
= pi2STr(νˆQˆP(νˆQˆ)), (D2)
identical to (−2×) the Gaussian weight. In
the second line we used the cyclic invariance
STr log(. . . )STr log(Tˆ−1(. . . )Tˆ ), and in the fourth the
saddle point equation (−Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆσ3))−1 = −ipiνˆσ3.
Frequency action: In a similar manner, we obtain
STr log(−Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆQˆ) + z)
' STr log(Tˆ (−Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆσ3))Tˆ−1 + z)
= STr log(−Hˆ2 + ipiP(νˆσ3) + Tˆ−1zTˆ )
' −ipiSTr(νˆσ3Tˆ−1zTˆ ) = −ipiSTr(νˆQˆz), (D3)
where in the first line, we neglected local fluctuations
P (νˆTˆ σ3Tˆ
−1) ' TˆP (νˆσ3)Tˆ−1, in the third used cyclic
invariance, and in the fourth the saddle point condition.
Combining terms, we obtain the effective action (38).
Appendix E: Wave function and spectral statistics
from matrix model
In this section we provide details on the computation
of wave-function and spectral statistics in the deformed
SYK4 model. The starting point for both statistics is
Eq. (35), with sources j = JK or J = JI,n, respectively,
given in Eq. (22). Using the commutativity [T, Hˆ2] = 0
we represent the action as
S[T ] = STr log
(
1 + GˆOT
)
=
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
STr(GˆOT )k,
where OT ≡ T−1 [z − j(α, β)]T is an operator in which
we need to expand to the order required by the correla-
tion function, and we have made the source contribution,
j(α, β), to the matrix z = ω+iη2 σ3 explicit again. Con-
cerning the resolvent, Gˆ−1 ≡ iκˆ σ3 − Hˆ2, we notice that
fluctuation variables commute through the real part of
Gˆ, and keep only i ImGˆ = −ipiνˆ, with local components
νn defined in Eq. (6). Specifically, to zeroth order in the
sources, and first order in an expansion in zνn ∼ ω/∆,
the action assumes the form (36).
For the computation of the spectral and wave function
statistics, we need the expansion in sources to first order
in β and higher orders in α. With the above definitions,
the expansion of the action assumes the form
S[T ] = −pi
∞∑
k=1
(−iνnα)k
(
1
k
[Q++bb ]
k +
β
α
[Q++bb ]
k−1Q−−ff
)
,
(E1)
where in the terms k > 2 we used the approximation
Q+−bf Q
−+
fb ' Q++bb Q−−ff valid in the limit η → 0 implied
in the calculation of wave function moments [30]. Doing
the derivatives in the source parameters, we arrive at
∂q−1α ∂βZ|α,β=0 = (−ipiνn)q q! 〈
[
Q++bb
]q−1
Q−−ff 〉, (E2)
where 〈...〉 = ∫ dQe−Sz [Q](. . . ).
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The remaining integral over the four-dimensional ma-
trix Q is conceptually straightforward but technically
the hardest part of the calculation. Referring for de-
tails to Ref. 30, we here review the main steps. The
starting point is a ‘polar coordinate’ representation
Q = UQ0U
−1 with Q0 defined in Eq. (37), θˆ =
diag(iθˆb, θˆf) containing compact and non-compact an-
gles 0 < θf < pi and θb > 0, respectively [30]. The
matrix U is block-diagonal in causal space and contains
four Grassmann variables η±, η¯±, and two more com-
muting variables 0 ≤ φ, χˆ < 2pi. More specifically,
U = diag(u1u2, v)ra, where u2 = diag(e
iφ, eiχˆ)bf and
supermatrices u1 = e
−2ηˆ+ , v = e−2iηˆ
−
, generated by
ηˆ± =
(
0 η¯±
−η± 0
)
bf
. In this representation, the matrix
elements entering the correlation function are given by
Q++bb = cosh θbb(1 − 4η¯+η+) and Q−−ff = cos θff(1 −
4η¯−η−), and the integration measure reads dQ =
1
26pi2
sinh θb sin θf
(cosh θb−cos θf )2 dφdχˆdθbdθfdη¯
+dη+dη¯−dη− [30]. The
essential advantage of the polar representation is that
the action only depends on the ‘radial variables’ Sη[Q] =
−i2piν(ω + iη)(cosh θb − cos θf).
Wave function statistics: In the calculation of the wave
function moments, we may set ω = 0. The integration
over the non-compact angle is then cut by the parameter
η at values 1 ≤ cosh θb . 1/η, while the integration over
the compact angles θf is free. With this simplification,
the integration over all variables except the non-compact
one, θ, becomes elementary, and one obtains [30]
G+(q−1)nn G
−
nn = 2q(q − 1) (−ipiνn)q
×
∫ ∞
0
dθb sinh θb (cosh θb)
q−2
e−2piνη cosh θb . (E3)
The final integral gives (2piνη)1−qq! and collecting all fac-
tors we arrive at
Iq =
q!
νq
∑
n
νqn. (E4)
This result expresses the nth moment of the local wave
function amplitudes through that of the local density of
states individually averaged over SYK4 fluctuations. The
energies vn at each individual site are obtained as sums of
N random coefficients vi (cf. Eq. (3)). For large N , this
makes the sum self averaging, and we replace Iq → 〈Iq〉v
by its average over single particle energies, vi. Using
Eq. (6), we thus obtain
Iq =
(−)q−1q
(piν)q
∑
n
(κn)
q
〈
∂q−1(κn)2
1
v2n + (κn)
2
〉
.
The evaluation of this expression now depends on which
on-site disorder regime we are in. In regime I, δ < N−1/2,
or |vn| < 1, the mean field broadening assumes the uni-
form value κ = 1. In this case, the dependence of Iq on
site energies, vn, is weak. This implies ν ' 1pi
∑
n 1 =
D/pi. Doing the κ derivatives, we obtain
Iq = q!D
1−q, regime I, (E5)
which is the RMT result for a matrix of dimension D.
For larger disorder, only a fraction of sites have finite
decay width. Using Eq. (6) and assuming self averaging
to replace the n-sum to an average over a distribution of
site energies of width δN , the DoS is evaluated as
ν ' 1
pi
D√
2piNδ2
∫ C
−C
dv e−
v2
2Nδ2
κ
v2 + κ2
' 1
pi
D√
2piNδ2
∫ C
−C
dv
κ
v2 + κ2
=
1
pi
2D√
2piNδ2
arctan(C/κ),
where in the second line we used that the distribution
of energies is much wider than the tolerance window C.
Substituting the values specified in Eq. (6), this leads to
ν = c
D√
Nδ
, (E6)
where c is of order unity and the suppression relative to
ν = cD in regime I accounts for the improbability to find
resonant sites.
In the same manner, we obtain
Iq ' (−)
q−1q
(piν)q
D√
2piNδ2
κq∂q−1κ2
∫ C
−C
dv e−
v2
2Nδ2
1
v2 + κ2
' (−)
q−1q
(piν)q
D√
2piNδ2
κq∂q−1κ2
∫ C
−C
dv
1
v2 + κ2
= 2
(−)q−1q
(piν)q
D√
2piNδ2
κq∂q−1κ2
1
κ
arctan(C/κ)
' 2(−)
q−1q
(piν)q
D√
2piNδ2
κq∂q−1κ2
1
κ
=
1
(piν)q
D√
2piNδ2
2q(2q − 3)!!
(2κ)q−1
,
where ‘'’ here means equality up to some constant c ∼
O(1). Insertion of Eq. (E6) leads to Eq. (13). Using
Eq. (6), we finally obtain
q  1 : Iq = cqq!
(
D√
N
)1−q {
δq−1, regime II,
δ2(q−1), regime III.
(E7)
Finally, for a quantitative comparison to numerical sim-
ulations in regime III without fitting parameter we trace
all constants c ∼ O(1) in ν and Iq. Noting that one
in regime III we can substitute arctan(C/κ) = pi/2 we
arrive at,
Iq =
q(2q − 3)!!
(2piνκ)q−1
=
q(2q − 3)!!
δ2(1−q)
(
piD
4
√
N
)1−q
, (E8)
where in the second equality we used Eq. (C2) for κ.
Level-statistics: For the level statistics we need to keep
finite ω, and differentiate the functional to first order in
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α and β (Eq. (24)). Application of Eq. (E2) then leads
to [30]
K(ω) =
1
2
Re
∫ ∞
0
dθb
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dθf
× sinh θb sin θfeipiνω(cosh θb−cos θf ), (E9)
where θb and θf are the non-compact bosonic and com-
pact fermionic angle, respectively. These integrals can be
carried out in closed form, and yield the two-point cor-
relation function of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (9).
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